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HYDRUS (2D/3D) Professional Tutorials 
 
Tutorial 5.02: Water Reservoir  
(Geometry and FE-Mesh) 
 
By carrying out this tutorial, you will create the following three dimensional domain and 
discretize it into finite elements: 

 
 
1. Create a New Project, define Geometry Type, Units, and the Initial Workspace 
 
Create a new project and in the “Domain Type and Units” select “3D – General” as Type of 
Geometry, Length units in “m”, and the Initial Workspace of XMin = -5, XMax = 30, YMin = 0, 
YMax =10, ZMin = -5, and ZMax = 15 m. Click OK to close the window.  
 
2. Define the Side Surface of the Domain 
 
Start first by creating the side surface of the domain in the XZ plane. To display this plane in the 

View Window of the desktop, select from the Toolbar “View Commands” ( ) menu the 

command “In Y-direction” and then “Set XZ Work Plane” ( ). From the Tools Sidebar select 

the “Line – Connected Abscissa” object ( ) and specify sequentially the 
following points with [x,z] coordinates: [0,0], [0,11], [14,11], [21,3], [24,3], [24,0], and [0,0] to 
get the following object: 
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Press “Escape” or click the right mouse button to finish the process. Declare this object to be a 
“Surface” using the “Planar Surface via Boundaries” ( ) command 
from the Tools Sidebar and then click anywhere on the boundary. Press Escape” or click the 
right mouse button to finish the process.  
 
3. Extend the Side Surface into a 3D Domain 
 

Switch to the “Isometric View” ( ). Select the entire Surface in the View Window using a 
mouse (a selected object is indicated by yellow color) (make sure that not only the Surface, but 

also Points and Curves are selected), click on the “Translate” command ( ) on the 
Tools Sidebar, and update the “Translate” dialog that appears as follows: 
 

 
 
This will create an exact copy of the existing selected Surface 27 m back in the direction of the Y 
axis. When you check the check box “Generate connecting objects between copies”, the 
“Manipulation Options” dialog appears, in which you can select what objects (lines, surfaces, or 
solid bodies) are to be created between the two (original one and its copy) surfaces. Unselect the 
check box “Create new solid bodies between the selected surfaces and their copies” so that only 
lines and Surfaces are created between the two Surfaces. Click OK to close the window. 
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Click on the “Isometric View” ( ) command on the Toolbar to update the view. By this time, 
you have created the following object: 
 

 
 
4. Insert a Small Basin at the Top of the Domain. 
 
Subdivide the top-left line by inserting on it two points as follows. Click on the “Insert Points on 

Line” ( ) command on the Tools Sidebar, select the “Split Curve” radio 

button ( ) in the “Insert Mode” part of the Tools Sidebar, type “1” into “dL Point 

Distance” edit window on the Tools Sidebar ( ), and enter two points with a 
mouse on the top-left line with y coordinates equal to 10 and 17 m. 
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Click on the “Rotate View” ( ) command at the Toolbar and rotate the entire solid so that its 
back side is facing you as follows: 

 
 
The two nodes dividing the top-left line are clearly visible. 
 
Set the Work Plane into the plane of the top of the domain as follows: Click on the “Set Grid 

Origin” ( ) command at the Toolbar and place it using a mouse into the node at the top-left line 

with the y coordinate of 10 m. Click on the “Set XY Work Plane” ( ) command at the Toolbar. 
 
From the Tools Sidebar select the “Line – Connected Abscissa” object 

( ) and insert lines defined by points with the following [x,y] 
coordinates: [0,7], [3,7], [3,0], and [0,0] to get: 
 

 
 

Click on the “Set YZ Work Plane” ( ) command at the Toolbar, from the Tools Sidebar select 

again the “Line – Connected Abscissa” object ( ) and insert lines defined 
by points with the following [y,z] coordinates: [7,0], [6,-1], [1,-1], and [0,0] (note that these are 
coordinates in the local grid system with the origin of the coordinate system in the one node of 
the top-left line) to get: 
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Click on the “Set Grid Origin” ( ) command at the Toolbar and place the grid origin using a 

mouse into the node indicated in the figure above. Click on the “Set XY Work Plane” ( ) 
command at the Toolbar, from the Tools Sidebar select again the “Line – Connected Abscissa” 

object ( ) and insert lines defined by points with the following [x,y] 
coordinates: [0,0], [2,0], [2,5], and [0,5]. Then connect the corned nodes in the back of the small 

basin using the command “Line – Abscissa” ( ), select with the mouse the 
unneeded line in front and click “Delete” at the keyboard to delete it, and to get the following: 

 detail 
 
 
5. Define Boundary Surfaces and the Solid 
 
Select the “Planar Surface via Boundaries” ( ) command from the 
Tools Sidebar and define multiple Surfaces by clicking on boundary lines of each surface. First 
the top surface, then the front surface, 
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and then continue with four surfaces in the small basin. 

Click on the “Isometric View” ( ) command on the Toolbar to update the view. 
 

Click on the “Solid – Boundary Surfaces” ( ) command on the Tools 
Sidebar, and in the “New Solid” dialog that appears click on the “Pick” command, 
 

 
 
With the mouse select the entire object and click on the “Finish” command on the Tools Sidebar. 
The list of Boundary Surfaces defining the solid will be updated to “1,2,5-14”. 
 
6. Discretize the Solid into Finite Elements 
 
Click on the “FE-Mesh” tab of the View Window and click on the “Generate FE-Mesh” 
( ) command to generate finite element mesh. Once the FE-Mesh is generated, 
its statistics is displayed. 
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Switch to the “Solid Model” of the “Rendering Mode” from the Toolbar 

 
to display the discretized object as follows: 

 


